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Abstract
By utilizing the coincidence degree theory and the related continuation theorem, as
well as some prior estimates, we investigate the existence and multiplicity of positive
periodic solutions of ratio-dependent food chain model with exploited terms. Some
suﬃcient criteria are established for the existence and multiplicity of periodic
solutions.
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1 Introduction
The last years have seen very important progress made on Michaelis-Menten type ratio-
dependent predator-prey model in mathematical ecology literature, which can be roughly
stated as that the per capita predator growth rate should be a function of the ratio of prey
to predator abundance and usually takes the form
x′(t) = x(r – kx) – c mxyay + x , y
′(t) =
( mx
ay + x – d
)
y, (.)
where x, y stand for prey and predator density, respectively, r, k, a, c, d,m are positive con-
stants that stand for prey intrinsic growth rate, carrying capacity, half-saturation constant,
conversion rate, predator’s death rate, and maximal predator growth rate, respectively.
System (.) is capable of producing far richer and biologically more realistic dynamics.
Speciﬁcally, it will not produce the paradox of biological control and the paradox of en-
richment. In view of these features it has been studied by many authors leading to great
progress [–].Moreover, the ratio-dependence form is applied successfully to some other
models, for example, in [], the authors investigated the following three trophic level food
chain model with ratio dependence:
x′(t) = x
(
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where x, y, z stand for the population densities of prey, predator and top predator, respec-
tively. For i = , ,mi, di, bi, ci are half-saturation constants and the death rates of predator,
capture rates, and maximal predator growth rates, respectively, r/k gives the carrying ca-
pacity of the prey. This model reﬂects the simple relation of these three species: z prey on
y and only on y, and y prey on x and nutrient recycling is not accounted for. It was shown
that this model is rich in boundary dynamics and is capable of generating extinction dy-
namics.
Recently, there has been a rich body of literature on ecological systems with exploited
term(s) and numerous good results have been obtained, for example; see [, , –]. In
these references, instead of studying the existence of a periodic solution, one investigated
the existence of multiple periodic solutions for considering the inclusion of the eﬀect of
periodic changing environment. This is due to the fact that it is more likely for some bi-
ological species to take on multiple periodic change regulations and have multiple local
stable periodic phenomena. In the present paper, we study the following ratio-dependent
food chain model with exploited terms in a periodically varying environment because the





















where h, h, h are nonnegative continuous ω-periodic functions representing exploited
terms, the other variables and parameters have the same biological meanings as in system
(.) except that these parameters are ω-periodic functions now.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , the original contributions of this work
are summarized. In Section , some conclusions are given. Finally, the proofs of our main
results are reported in the Appendix to close this paper.
2 Main results
We are now ready to present the main contributions involving eight theorems. For sim-
plicity, we will discuss in detail for Theorem ., the remainder results are similar and their
proofs are presented in the Appendix.
For the reader’s convenience, we now recall Mawhin’s coincidence degree [], which
our study is based upon.
Let X, Z be normed vector spaces, L : DomL ⊂ X → Z be a linear mapping, N : X → Z
be a continuousmapping. Themapping Lwill be called a Fredholmmapping of index zero
if dim KerL = codim ImL < +∞ and ImL is closed in Z. If L is a Fredholmmapping of index
zero there exist continuous projectors P : X → X and Q : Z → Z such that ImP = KerL,
ImL = KerQ = Im(I–Q). It follows that L|DomL∩KerP : (I–P)X → ImL is invertible.We
denote the inverse of that map by KP . If  is an open bounded subset of X, the mappingN
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will be called L-compact on ¯ if QN(¯) is bounded and KP(I –Q)N : ¯ → X is compact.
Since ImQ is isomorphic to KerL, there exists an isomorphism J : ImQ→ KerL.
Theorem A (Continuation theorem) Let L be a Fredholm mapping of index zero and let
N be L-compact on ¯. Suppose:
(i) For each λ ∈ (, ), every solution x of Lx = λNx is such that x /∈ ∂;
(ii) QNx =  for each x ∈ ∂ ∩ KerL;
(iii) deg{JQN , ∩ KerL, } = .
Then the equation Lx =Nx has at least one solution lying in DomL∩ ¯.
For a bounded continuous function g(t) on R, we use the following notations:
gU = max
t∈[,ω]
g(t), g = min
t∈[,ω]
g(t),
where g(t) is s continuous function.






























–mU hU > 
√
rUcU mU dU hU
kmd
.
Then system (.) has at least eight positive periodic solutions.














Then system (.) can be written as
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
u′(t) = r(t) – k(t)eu(t) – b(t)ev(t)m(t)ev(t)+eu(t) –
h(t)
eu(t) ,








It is easy to see that if system (.) has an ω-periodic solution (u∗, v∗,w∗)T , then (x∗, y∗,
z∗)T = (eu∗ , ev∗ , ew∗ )T is a positiveω-periodic solution of system (.). To this end, it suﬃces
to prove that system (.) has at least eight ω-periodic solutions.
For λ ∈ (, ), we consider the following system:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
u′(t) = λ[r(t) – k(t)eu(t) – b(t)ev(t)m(t)ev(t)+eu(t) –
h(t)
eu(t) ],
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Suppose that (u(t), v(t),w(t))T is an arbitrary ω-periodic solution of system (.) for a


































By the ﬁrst equation of (.) and (.), we have







Again from the ﬁrst equation of (.) and (.), it follows that







From the second equation of (.) and (.), (.), we obtain













Moreover, from the second equation of (.) and (.), we get







From the third equation of (.), (.), and (.), we have














It follows from the third equation of (.) and (.) that







Furthermore, by the deﬁnition of ξ and the ﬁrst equation of (.), we know
r(ξ) – k(ξ)eu(ξ) –
b(ξ)ev(ξ)
m(ξ)ev(ξ) + eu(ξ)








eu(ξ) + hU > ,
which produces



















By the deﬁnition of η and the parallel argument to (.), it is easy to prove that
u(η) > lnA+ or u(η) < lnA–. (.)




























Solving the inequality, we get
v(ξ) > lnB+ or v(ξ) < lnB–, (.)




mU [dU + ( bm )
U ]
{[


























In the same way, we can obtain
v(η) > lnB+ or v(η) < lnB–. (.)





ev(ξ)+w(ξ) + h(ξ)ev(ξ) +m(ξ)h(ξ)ew(ξ) = ,
which, combined with (.) and (.), yields











Solving the inequality, we have






















Likewise, it follows that
w(η) > lnC+ or w(η) < lnC– . (.)





< u(t) < lnA– (.)
or










< v(t) < lnB– (.)
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or










< w(t) < lnC– (.)
or





It is easily seen that lnA± , lnB± , lnC± , ln{ h











ln{ rUcU cUkmmdd } are independent of λ.
In the following, we will show that (i)-(iii) in Theorem A are satisﬁed.
First, let us take
X = Z =
{(
u(t), v(t),w(t)
)T ∈ C(R,R)|u(t +ω) = u(t), v(t +ω) = v(t),w(t +ω) = w(t)}
and
























where DomL = {(u, v,w)T ∈ X : (u, v,w)T ∈ C(R,R)}.







































































Then it follows that KerL = R, ImL = KerQ = {(u(t), v(t))T ∈ X : u¯ = v¯ = w¯ = } is closed
in X, and dim KerL =  = codim ImL, and P, Q are continuous projectors such that
ImP = KerL, KerQ = ImL = Im(I –Q).
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Hence, L is a Fredholm operator of index zero. Furthermore, the generalized inverse (to




















































































































Now, we reach the point where we search for appropriate open bounded subsets i, i =




(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (ln{ hrU }, lnA–)
v(t) ∈ (ln{ hcU }, lnB
–
)









(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (ln{ hrU }, lnA–)
v(t) ∈ (ln{ hcU }, lnB
–
)


















(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (ln{ hrU }, lnA–)















(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (ln{ hrU }, lnA–)
























(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (lnA+, ln{ rUk })
v(t) ∈ (ln{ hcU }, lnB
–
)









(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (lnA+, ln{ rUk })
v(t) ∈ (ln{ hcU }, lnB
–
)



















(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (lnA+, ln{ rUk })















(u, v,w)T ∈ X
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(t) ∈ (lnA+, ln{ rUk })





















Then i (i = , . . . , ) are bounded open subset of X, i ∩ j = φ, i = j, i, j = , . . . , . Hence
i (i = , . . . , ) satisﬁes the requirement (i) in Theorem A.
Second, we will prove that (ii) holds. If it is not true, then when (u, v,w)T ∈ ∂i ∩KerL =
∂i ∩R, i = , . . . , , QNx = . There exist three points t, t, t ∈ [,ω] such that
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩












m(t)ew+ev – d(t) –
h(t)
ew = .




























Thenwe know (u, v,w)T belongs to one ofi∩R, i = , . . . , . This leads to a contradiction.
Finally, we show that (iii) in Theorem A is satisﬁed. We proceed in our proofs by two
steps.
On one hand, we show that, for i = , . . . , ,
deg
{





)T ,i ∩ KerL, (, , )T}
= deg
{













rˆ – kˆeu – hˆe–u
(cˆ – dˆ)eu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu – m̂hˆev
(cˆ – dˆ)ev+w – hˆ(m̂ew + ev) – m̂dˆew
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
and rˆ, kˆ, bˆi, cˆi, m̂i (i = , ), hˆj, j = , ,  are some chosen positive constants satisfying the
following conditions:
rˆk < rUkˆ, rˆh < rUhˆ, cˆmd < cU m̂dˆ,
cˆh < cU hˆ, cˆmd < cU m̂dˆ, cˆh < cU hˆ,
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To this end, deﬁne a mapping φ : DomL× [, ]→ X by















where μ ∈ [, ] is a parameter.
Now we show that φ(u, v,w,μ) = , (u, v,w)T ∈ ∂i ∩ KerL = ∂i ∩R, i = , . . . , . If it
is not the case, then when (u, v,w)T ∈ ∂i ∩KerL = ∂i ∩R, i = , . . . , , φ(u, v,w,μ) = .
Therefore, the constant vector (u, v,w)T ∈R satisﬁes
μ
[




























× [(cˆ – dˆ)ev+w – hˆ(m̂ew + ev) – m̂dˆew] = . (.)
From (.)-(.), we make the following nine claims.
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< μ
(






































() u > lnA+ or u < lnA– . Otherwise, lnA– ≤ u≤ lnA+. Then
μ
[


































kˆeu – rˆeu + hˆ
)
> .
Clearly, the above three inequalities contradict (.). Hence Claims - hold.
















































(cˆ – dˆ)eu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu – m̂hˆev
]






































(cˆ – dˆ)eu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu – m̂hˆev
]
> –μ





































It is easy to see the above three inequalities contradict (.). Therefore, Claims - hold.
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× [(cˆ – dˆ)ev+w – hˆ(m̂ew + ev) – m̂dˆew]
> –μ(m(t)ew + ev)ew
[







































Obviously, the above three inequalities contradict (.). Hence Claims - hold.




























These indicate that (u, v,w)T belongs to one of i ∩R, i = , . . . , . This is a contradiction.
On the other hand, we prove that, for i = , . . . , ,
deg
{




rˆ – kˆeu – hˆe–u, cˆeu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu, cˆev+w – m̂dˆew – hˆev
]T ,
i ∩ KerL, (, , )T
}
. (.)




rˆ – kˆeu – hˆr–u
cˆeu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu –μ(m̂hˆev + dˆeu+v)
cˆev+w – m̂dˆew – hˆev –μ(m̂hˆew + dˆev+w)
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
where μ ∈ [, ] is a parameter. We prove that when (u, v,w)T ∈ ∂i ∩ KerL = ∂i ∩R,
i = , . . . , , ψ(u, v,w,μ) = (, , )T . If it is not true, then the constant vector (u, v,w)T ∈
∂i ∩R, i = , . . . ,  satisﬁes the following equalities:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
rˆ – kˆeu – hˆe–u = ,
cˆeu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu –μ(m̂hˆev + dˆeu+v) = ,
cˆev+w – m̂dˆew – hˆev –μ(m̂hˆew + dˆev+w) = .
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which implies (u, v,w)T belongs to one of i, i = , . . . , . This is a contradiction. Hence
ψ(u, v,w,μ) = (, , )T , (u, v,w)T ∈ ∂i ∩ KerL = ∂i ∩R, i = , . . . , .
By using homotopy invariance of topological degree and (.), (.), we have, for i =
, . . . , ,
deg
{




















rˆ – kˆeu – hˆe–u, cˆeu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu, cˆev+w – m̂dˆew – hˆev
]T ,
i ∩ KerL, (, , )T
}
.
Now, we consider the following algebraic equations:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
rˆ – kˆeu – hˆe–u = ,
cˆeu+v – m̂dˆev – hˆeu = ,
cˆev+w – m̂dˆew – hˆev = .
It is not diﬃcult to ﬁnd the equations has eight distinct solutions,
(












































lnu–, ln v–+, lnw––+
)
,




























































It is easy to verify that (u∗i , v∗i ,w∗i ) belongs to one of j, i, j = , . . . , .
It follows from the deﬁnition of the topological degree that
deg
{







































































Then, by direct calculation, we obtain
deg
{
JQNx,i ∩ KerL, (, , )T
} = , i = , . . . , .
By now, we have proved that each i (i = , . . . , ) satisﬁes all the requirements of Theo-
rem A. Hence, system (.) has at least one ω-periodic solution in each of , . . . ,. The
proof is completed. 
Theorem . If h(t) = , h(t) = , h(t) = , and (H), (H) are satisﬁed.Moreover,
(H) c > dU .
Then system (.) has at least four positive periodic solutions.
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Theorem . If h(t) = , h(t) = , h(t) = , and (H) is satisﬁed.Moreover,








) [c – dU – (b/m)U ]h
rUmU [dU + (b/m)U ]
–mU hU > 
√
rUcU mU dU hU
kmd
.
Then system (.) has at least four positive periodic solutions.








c – dU –
( b
m
)U] r – (b/m)U
kU –m
U









Then system (.) has at least four positive periodic solutions.
Theorem . If h(t) = , h(t) = , h(t) = , and (H), (H), (H) are satisﬁed, then sys-
tem (.) has at least two positive periodic solutions.
Theorem . If h(t) = , h(t) = , h(t) = , and (H), (H), (H) are satisﬁed, then
system (.) has at least two positive periodic solutions.




) [c – dU – (b/m)U ][r – (b/m)U ]
kUmU [dU + (b/m)U ]
–mU hU > 
√
rUcU mU dU hU
kmd
.
Then system (.) has at least two positive periodic solutions.
Theorem . If h(t) = , h(t) = , h(t) = , and (H), (H), (H) are satisﬁed, then sys-
tem (.) has at least one positive periodic solution.
3 Conclusions
In this paper, with the help of a continuation theorem based on Gaines and Mawhin’s co-
incidence degree theory, we study the existence and multiplicity of periodic solutions of a
ratio-dependent food chainmodel with exploited term(s). Under some appropriate condi-
tions, some suﬃcient criteria are established for the existence and multiplicity of periodic
solutions. It worth mentioning that the results reported here are rather interesting. To
make this point clear, we take i = number of exploited terms, then by our main results,
there are at least i periodic solutions. In fact, by our observation, the same result is valid
for the models with one prey and one predator in the literature; for example, see [, ,
, ]. So, a natural question that one may ask is whether the assertion is ﬁt for higher-
dimensional biological and ecological systems (≥).
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Appendix: Proofs of Theorems 2.2-2.8
Clearly, all the arguments used in the proof of Theorem . can be applied here. Therefore,
in this part, we only make the estimation of (u(t), v(t),w(t))T and omit the detailed proofs
for space reasons.



















From the third equation of (.) and (.), (.), we have
ch/cU




= d(η)≤ dU ,
which reduces to
w(η) > ln




Then, from (.) and (A.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ (c – dU )h
cU mU dU
}















From the second equation of (.) and (.), (.), we get
ch/rU














{ [c – dU – (b/m)U ]h
rUmU (dU + (b/m)U )
}
 lnM. (A.)
From (.) and (A.), we have, for any t ∈ [,ω],
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ev(ξ)+w(ξ) + h(ξ)ev(ξ) +m(ξ)h(ξ)ew(ξ) = ,
which combined with (.) and (A.) produces





(c – d)M –mU hU
]
ew(ξ) > .
Solving the inequality, we have


















In the same way, we derive
w(η) > lnC+ or w(η) < lnC– . (A.)










Proof of Theorem . By the ﬁrst equation of (.) and (.), we get














From (.) and (A.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ r – (b/m)U
kU
}
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c – dU –
( b
m








Solving the inequality, we get




mU [dU + ( bm )
U ]
{[
c – dU –
( b
m






c – dU –
( b
m














In the same way, we can obtain
v(η) > lnB+ or v(η) < lnB– . (A.)































{ [c – dU – (b/m)U ]h
rUmU (dU + (b/m)U )
}











= d(η)≤ dU ,
which produces
w(η) > ln
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Then, from (.) and (A.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ [c – dU – (b/m)U ](c – dU )h
rUmU mU dU (dU + (b/m)U )
}





Proof of Theorem . From (.) and (A.), (A.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ r – (b/m)U
kU
}














From (.) and (A.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ (c – dU )h
cU mU dU
}





Proof of Theorem . From (.) and (A.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ r – (b/m)U
kU
}





From the second equation of (.) and (.), (A.), we get
c[r – (b/m)U ]/kU














{ [c – dU – (b/m)U ][r – (b/m)U ]
kUmU [dU + (b/m)U ]
}
 lnN . (A.)
It follows from (.) and (A.) that, for any t ∈ [,ω],










ev(ξ)+w(ξ) + h(ξ)ev(ξ) +m(ξ)h(ξ)ew(ξ) = ,
which combined with (.) and (A.) produces





(c – d)N –mU hU
]
ew(ξ) > .
Solving the inequality, we have
w(ξ) > lnC+ or w(ξ) < lnC– , (A.)








N –mU hU ±
√[
(c – d)N –mU hU














Proof of Theorem . From (.) and (A.), (.) and (A.), (.) and (A.), we obtain,
for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ r – (b/m)U
kU
}






{ [c – dU – (b/m)U ][r – (b/m)U ]
kUmU [dU + (b/m)U ]
}











= d(η)≤ dU ,
which produces
w(η) > ln




From this expression and (.), we obtain, for any t ∈ [,ω],
ln
{ [c – dU – (b/m)U ][r – (b/m)U ](c – dU )
kUmU mU dU [dU + (b/m)U ]
}
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